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There are any number of ways in which the

complex subject of the development of industry

within a toriln or city may be approached- The

description and analysis of the development over

time of industry can be undertaken on a strictly

chronological basis. At the same time it is often

possible to identify a number of phases which
industry has gone through. Howevet, given the

importance which Historical Geography places

upon the concept of location, both relative and

absolute, it is necessary also to consider the

changes that have taken place in the location of
industry over the course of time. In addition to a

chronological review of industrial growth in
Lancaster from the early nineteenth century up

to 1901, consideration will also be glven in this

paper to the various changes in location that

iook pla... Initially, from the late eighteenth

century, industry was either to be found in the

built up area of the town itself or in the port;

later came the canalside development where

industry utilised this new form of transport for
moving raw materials and finished goods.

Finally there was the development of riverside

locations by Williamsons, the new Gillow
Factory and the Lancaster Wagon Works. In
each of these we must remember the subsidiary

role (except for the Wagon Works where it was

a major factor) of the railway with its ability to
move goods cheaply and rapidly around the

country.

There is as yet no overall theory to explain the

location of industry within urban areas. It is far

from easy to discern any order or pattern, and

though we can describe the effect of influences

like transport and cheap land, few geographers

have got beyond a generalised description of
urban industry. The most useful typology of
industrial location in the British city is that

constructed by Hamilton' in 1967 when he

produced a model of industry in London. He

identiflred four characteristic locations.

A central location: where industries benefit from
having a site in the town centre , thus skilled

labour, or access to markets throughout the

entire town, e.g. Newspapers. Such industries

can 'swarm' or cluster together in clearly

defined industrial areas.

B. Port or Waterfront (riverside) locations.

C. Radial-Ring Transport: where industries seek

cheaper sites, employ unskilled or semi-skilled

and female labour from suburban areas and are

attracted to sites on radial transport routes. Such

locations facilitate the assembly of material and

despatch of products. In the last century we can

also add locations on railway lines outside the

town itself.

D. Suburban locations where large sites are

purchased on the edge of the city for
manufacnrring. Such factories could include

those with repellent features like fumes, which

compel it to seek isolation away from residential

areas. Linseed oil and Williamsons'Lune Mills?

to remember the role of the value of land' Thus

a small centrally located factory can occupy a

more expensive site than a larger plant in the

subr:rbs where land is cheaPer.

In the case of Lancaster each of these locations

A to D can be discerned during the course of the

last century. There were three phases of
industrial development during that time.

Betweeir the late eighteenth century and c1820

industry was in the town centre and near to St

George's Quay; from c1820 to the late 1840s

was the period when the major industrial

developments were along the canal; finally with
the developments of Storeys and Williamsons

from the early 1850s there was the growth of
much new industry away from the town centre

mainly on the riverside. The town then develops

into an industrial town with a wide variety of
type and scale of industrial unit.

Phase One.

At the beginning of the nineteenth century

Lancaster was a thriving and busy port. Clark
(1807) described the town thus.

"Lancaster hitherto has not been noted for its
manufactures: that of sailclotht has been for half
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a century the most considerable and recently
cotton has been introduced (and) the town has
long been famous for the great quantities of
mahogany furniture, (and) candles. To these
generally older industries are added 'rope and
twine walks for making ships' cables, cordage
and twine, the manufacture of sugar, a pipe
maker, two coach makers, several hat makers,
silk stocking(s), plus anchors, block makers and
pump maksrs."' The map showing the location
of sailcloth makers (Map One, drawn by Trevor
Hartley) illustrates that most of these firms were
either to be forurd in the town itself or (the port
related ones) on the Quay. The riverside had
two shipyards: Brockbank's (1730-1816) and
Smith's at Skerton, in addition to the site of the
former Delftware Pottery at Scaleford (1754-
c1787). Later in 1826 the gas works was to be
built near 'Pothouses' opposite Ford Quay
through which the coal could be imported for the
making of town gas.

Phase Two.
The decline of the port after l8l5 and the
collapse of the two town banks in 1822 md 1826
combined to hasten the contraction of the
industry described by Clark. What economists
describe as the Revsrse Multiplier Effect now
operated to hasten decline e.g. as shipbuilding
closed down so did the ancillary industry
associated with it like anchors, block and
cordage manufacture. Fortunately something
which Clark noted in 1807 was to help ease this
contraction. The 'cotton activity' he described
was the White Cross Mill opened on the canal
side by Thomas Mason in 1802. This was, until
1819, the only mill on the canal, which itself
opened in 1797. After l8l9 however, a belt of
industry developed along the canal that was to
stretch from Queen Street to Ridge Lane by
1864.(see Map two).

By the time the last of these mills had been
opened, six of the eight were in the ownership of
two companies; White Cross, Queen's Mill and
the Moor Lane Mills by Storeys and Bath and
Greenfield by Williamson. Only Albion Mill
and Ridge Lane remained independent. Initially
however the seven built before 1840 were used
in the manufacture of wool, silk or cotton. The
firms running the mills were chiefly small and
financially weak with frequent changes of
ownership and product. Their purchase by
Storeys and Williamsons, for the manufacture of
Grey Cotton to be used as the backing for
oilcloth, aided the vertical integration of these
firrrs as well as guaranteeing the future of the
canal-side mills. The addition of Greenfield
Mill in 1864 on the canal was to meet the need
which Williamson had for grey cloth.
Interestingly, Williamson located in the old
industrial canalside belt not upon the Quayside
and it was likely that the Greenfield Mill
location was later to lead to his purchase of the
Bath Mill nearby. Later with the majority of the
mills this canalside location was to attract the
Heron Chemical Works of Joseph Storey (1860)
and the Yates and Jackson Brewery, (Table
One).

Phase Three.
From the early 1850s the 'flagging economy'o of
the town was revitalised by the development of
the firms James Williamson and Storey
Brothers, each with a very different pattern of
location.t At the same time, there were, in the
town, a number of other significant industrial
employers. Gillows were to remain on Castle
Hill until moving to their new showroom and
factory in 1881-2. As late as 1881 there were
eighteen othsr cabinet makers with prernises
spread throughout the town. Probably the
largest, after Gillow, was James Hatch & Sons
(founded 1841) who moved to Queen's Square
in 1848, a I acre site using steam engines and

OPENING DATE
l8l9
1824-5
r 825-3 I
1837-40
1836-7
I 837
1864
TABLE ONE

CANALSIDE MILL
Moor Lane (North)
Albion Mill
Moor Lane (South)

Queens Mill
Ridge Lane
Bath Mill
Greenfield Mill

OWNERS
Thomas Higgin
William Jackson
Samuel Greg
Satterthwaite & Barrow
Gregson & Mason
John Threlfall
James Williamson
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said in 1889 to be 'one of the most extensive

concerns in the country'.

There was the manufacture of stained glass by

Shrigley and Hunt, who moved to their new

premises on Castle Hill in 1870. Finally there

were two coachworks, one of them William
Gilchrist on Meeting House Lane; the breweries

in Brock Street and Mitchells' Central Brewery

between Market Street and Church Street, and a

ropeworks and a marble factory on Parliament

Street. This latter can be, perhaps, identified as

an early example of suburbanisation. The town

also had a number of forurdries; at White Cross,

the Lune Foundry on Cable Street and the

largest one, the Phoenix, opened on a piece of
land at Green Ayre in 1837. These concerns

were scattered through the old town, in addition

to the many craftsmen with their small premises

and established retail shoPs.

James Williamson, once he had completed his

apprenticeship with Richard Hutton, went to

London where he saw table baize or oilcloth.
He returned to Lancaster in 1839 and within five
years was able to manufacture table baize in a

small former sailcloth shop in Duke Street, with
Willian Storey and John Doswell working for
him. By l85l he had a new building upstream

of Carlisle Bridge making 'painted table cloths'.

From around 1855 Williamson erected the St

George's Works on land opposite the Ford Quay
on the river, this factory was expanded in the

1860s and later, (Map six). His choice of
rivsrside location was due to his need for a

large, cheap area of land upon which to build

and continue to develop and extend; his need for
water from the river for processing; and finally
the ease with which he could import raw
materials by sea. By 1864 his need for grey

cloth was such that he decided to produce his

own and erected Greenfield Mill in that year.

Ever rising demand led to the purchase of the

Bath Mill in 1870. By this time his 'industrial
empire' was growing apace and in 1871 he

purchased the site of the defunct Lune

Shipbuilding Company to expand production.

This large cheap piece of land of about 90 acres

had the same advantages as the St George's

Works site. Here Williamson built a vast factory

making both oil cloth and later linoleum,

importing raw materials via New Quay and

moving them into the factory via his private

narrow gauge railwaY line.

Both factories undoubtedly gained from the

building of the Glasson Dock Line in 1883.

This runs behind Lune Mills and had a branch

which ran along the Quay to Carlisle Bridge'

The line itselfjoined the main north-south line at

Castle Station and thus allowed the products of
the Williamson factories access' cheaply and

quickly, to the national space-economy and

international markets.u Unlike James

Williamson, the Storey Brothers developed their

enterprise within the canalside belt of mills.
Briefly, William Storey and John Doswell

occupied the factory in Duke Street vacated by

Williamson when they set up independently in
1848. In 1856 the Storey Brothers (William
having been joined by Thornas and later

Edward) purchased the White Cross Mill as the

base for their manufacture of oilcloth. (Map

three). Later they purchased the Moor Lane

Mills and also the Queen's Mill. Like
Williamson their enterprise incorporated vertical

integration, with the firm making its own cotton

cloth at Moor Lane and Catont which it used in
the manufacture of oil cloth. The opening of the

Heron Chemical Works by another brother,

Joseph Storey, in 1860, must be related to the

need for pigments etc. in the manufacture of the

oil cloth. His choice of a location for the new

factory was just below Moor Lane North Mill.

The development of these two companies on

their diffsrent sites was the salvation of mid

nineteenth century Lancaster' Both firms grew

apace during the second half of the century and

by 1900 Storeys had around 1,000 workers and

Williamson had 2,000 men and boys at Lune

Mills alone. The 19ll Census of Production

figures give the following: Floor and oilcloth

3359 men: Cotton 1337 women.

The manufacture of railway wagons started in
the town in the 1840s. In this decade Lancaster

appeared to have the potential to become an

important railway junction with the north-south

line (Lancaster & Preston Railway of 1837-40

extended to Carlisle in 1846) and the (Little)
North Western (from Poulton to Yorkshire after

1348) meeting here. In practice of course

Carnforth was to develop as the major railway
junction, not Lancaster. However, as part of this
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railway era there was the development of the

wagon building. In the 1840s Jonathan Dunn
(previously a Coachmaker) was making railway
carriages in the old Sugar House at St

Leonardsgate, with a wheel making shed and

foundry in Penny Street. After his retirement in
1854, Thomas Wise made rolling stock for the

Lancaster and Carlisle Company. There was

also the tradition that even if wagons were not
completed there, wagon repair work was done

by the (Little) North Western Company and later
the Midland Railway, until about 1852, at the

Lune Foundry. Finally, Edmund Sharpe was

involved in the construction of rolling stock for
the Little N-W Line at the Phoenix Foundry.
All of these companies were on a relatively
small scale, but in 1863 the Lancaster Wagon

Works was built on a piece of riverside land

north of the town, between the river Lune and

Caton Road. This site amounted to over 15

acres and produced wagons and carriages of all
tlpes for home and abroad. The cheap, riverside
land had the advantage that it was crossed by the

Little N W line, and this allowed the finished
rolling stock to be put onto the main line from
the branch line and thus transported easily and

efficiently. This large engineering concern,

which remained active until 1908, had 800

workers when at its peak in the 1880s. Its long
single storey sheds and the office block with
clock tower still exist today alongside Caton

Road, a mute reminder of an important Victorian
Industry. (Maps four and f,rve).

The century from 1801 saw Lancaster change its

function from Market Town, Legal Centre and

Port, into an important industrial centre with a

more varied set of industries than most

Lancashire Cotton towns. By 1901 the

following was probably as true as when Mannex

published in 1881: 'Lancaster has long been

famous for its manufacture of Cabinet Furniture,
the hrm of Gillow and Co. having been

established for upwards of two centuries. The

extensive works of James Williamson give

employment to a great number of inhabitants of
the town and also those of Storey Brothers and

Co.....There are the extensive works of Joseph

Storey and in the Phoenix Foundry and the

Lancaster Wagon and Carriage Company." At
the same time as Lancaster developed its rich
and varied industrial structure changes in
location also took place. Industry in 1801,
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except for the port related activities, was to be

found within the compass of the eighteenth

century town below the Castle. After 1802 there

was the $owth of the canal side belt of mills in
'suburban' locations on the new 'radial transport

route,' as the canal contoured around the town to

the east. Finally after 1844 there was the

discernible gowth of a riverside/suburban belt
of industry extending along the river from the

N.E to the S.W. of the town. In the case of the

Wagon Works, the important role of the railway
is obvious, but it also aided the development of
Lune Mills (and the earlier St George's Works).

The railways in Lancaster may be seen as

'radial/ring' transport features, in that they skirt
around the historic centre of the town, e.g. the

Lancaster-Carlisle line was taken to the west of
the town to Castle Station. It is not too fanciful
to see the location of much of the industry by the

riverside' being affected by the railway, a

common feature of the Victorian period.

l. Hamilton, F.E.I. 'Models of Indusrrial Location' in
Chorley, R.J. and llaggett, P' (Eds.) Models in

Geography. Methuen 1967.

2.In ll24 Baines described the annual manufacture of
25,000 pieces of sailcloth in the town by hand loom

weavers for the years 175- - 1800.

3. Clark, C. An Historical and Descriptive Account of the

Town oflancaster, Lancast€r 1807.

4. Winstanley, M. The Town Transformed l8l5-91' in
White, A.J. (ed.) A History of Lanca.ster 1193-1993.

Rybum, 193.

5. For more details of the mills and their activities see

Price, J. 'Industrial Lancaster', Lancaster City Museum

Locd Studies, No.12. 1989.

6. A more detailed paper on Williamson is promised for
the next edition of Contrebis by W. G. Niven.

7. Further details of the Caton Mills can be found in
Hudson P. & Price J, The Mills on Artle Beck, Caton, in
Archives, Vol. 7, Sept 1995. Lightrnoor Press, Witney,
Oxon.

8. Gillows factory had a branch line to the Little N.W
main line for exporUimport use.
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